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the complete solution

quality installations built to stand the test of time

designed and prodeced by Fairbrook Design • www.fairbrookdesign.co.uk

If you are considering replacement windows,
doors or roofline, or need extra space in which
to relax with a new conservatory, there is no
better place to begin than this book which
we hope will serve as a usefull introduction to
our philosophy on contemporary design and
security. From traditional casement windows
to continental style tilt and turn windows,
and from roofline to spacious, breathtaking
conservatory installations we have the finest
PVC-u products in the UK that can really make
the difference to your lifestyle.

We can help you make a good house great
and a great house simply beautiful.
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Pride
Pride in an installation built to
stand the test of time.

As you will see in later pages our custom made profiles
which assemble to make your conservatory, windows,
doors or roofline products are made with more than
great looks in mind. Our unique formulation is made to
last decades, not just years. Imagine an installation that
stays looking young and fresh while your garden and
home evolve around it, an installation that enhances
the natural character of its surroundings becoming part
of a larger scheme yet bringing its own individuality.

Our profiles are colour fast and match throughout
to create continuity of style with a look that lasts and
lasts. The range includes various woodgrain finishes
for a traditional look and yet also brings all the
advantages of modern PVC-u systems. In short, we
never compromise on style for performance.
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Casement Windows
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• available in White or
Woodgrain finishes

Complete the Puzzle

also available
Tilt & Turn Windows

To stay one step ahead in the minefield of home
improvements you need to know as much as you can
about what you need, what is available and what is
suitable. As a guide, look at this diagram for a quick
reference point for what goes where on your home. All
houses are built differently so don’t worry if something
appears here that you don’t recognise.

Residential Doors
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• available in white, woodgrain or the
Roofline & Guttering Systems

following colour finishes;

• roofline available in White or Woodgrain finishes.

burgundy, red, blue, green, mahogany,

Guttering available in White, Brown or Black

golden oak, black

also available
Decorative Ogee Roofline
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Victorian Conservatory Roof

French Doors

• available in White or

• available in White or

Woodgrain finishes

Woodgrain finishes

also available

also available

Edwardian, Gabel Ended,

Inline Patio Doors

P–Shaped, Victorian, Lean–To
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A Warm Welcome
window and door installations that make the best of your home

w

indows that bring light into your world

A

nd contemporary style to update any home
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Welcome Home
Colour matching is of great importance when
considering new windows, and because we
manufacture all our PVC–u at the same facility
from the same mix, we can guarantee that our
whites and colours will match. Also our unique
blend of stabilisers will ensure that no unsightly
yellowing will occur to spoil the finish in which
we pride ourselves. Security is another great
concern to you, and therefore us. All our profiles
are accredited with the relevant standards and
are built to withstand sustained attack. We
also design to ensure that all the latest security
locks and hinges can be used in conjunction
with our systems because, after all, when it
comes to windows and doors beauty is pointless
without strength.

Light
Clean lines and smooth style that lasts

The basis of any window installation is the
environmental control that they bring to your
room. In winter you need something that lets in
as much light as possible, yet keeps the warmth
locked inside, while in the summer months
controllability is needed to open up your living
space. We have designed our window systems to
tick all of these boxes and yet remain beautiful in
both appearance and application.
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The Contemporary Choice
Tilt and Turn Windows
As a great alternative to traditional casement
windows you could opt for the continental
style and accessibility of the Tilt and Turn
window. Ingeniously it opens inward in two
easily adjustable options, making them ideal
for cleaning from the inside of your home.
These innovative windows have all the great
security features that you would expect and look
strikingly different with added functionality.

Style

Traditional style and peace of mind

First impressions last. Many modern front doors
try hard to give a good first impression but
ultimately if the door looks as if it is trying hard
to impress, the point has been lost. A front door,
as first point of contact to a house, should do a
number of things effortlessly. Feel welcoming, feel
secure and add to the overall aesthetic appearance
of your home. This is not an easy thing to do, but
our product designers relish a challenge and have
created our stunning range of residential doors.
Available in smooth contemporary colours or
classic woodgrain, our doors provide real kerb
side appeal for your home.
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Security
A warm welcome begins
with the first impression

It is believed that an opinion is formed about a
house within the first 10 seconds, so making the
right first impression is paramount. There are no
second chances to make first impressions.

Our beautiful range of residential doors
complement the rest of our range perfectly with
textures and colours that defy expectations and
fit perfectly into the style and concepts you have
for your home.
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Open
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Bring the outside indoors and expand your world

Our impressive range of patio doors are the ideal
way to bring the outside in, linking areas with
ease. Stylish French doors give a continental
flavour to your home all year round. These
installations not only add to the look and
feel of your house, but also to the look and
feel of your garden. Our French doors are
available in white PVC-u and a wide range
of stunning woodgrain and coloured finishes.

Rosewood

available colour finishes
(Patio Door Range available in White, Mahogany or Rosewood)

Royal Blue

Ebony Black
Poppy Red

Burgundy

Mahogany
Olive Green

Golden Oak

White
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A Room with a View
conservatories that change your world

Adapt
Your Evolving Environment

We believe in good design, and if design has

rules one of its fundamental ones is suitability.
Our conservatories, along with our window,
door and roofline products are designed with
adaptability in mind. We build our installations
to enhance your home and provide the “wow”
factor. We hope to help your home evolve into
something brighter and more enjoyable. It’s
not merely about adding something impressive
to your house, it’s about improving your whole
living space.
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The shape of things to come
The Edwardian style has a square fronted
projection which maximises the available space
in the new conservatory you are creating.
Capturing the elegant and dignified simplicity
of the Edwardian architectural style, this type of
conservatory is often the most appropriate way to
extend your home.

The Lean-To option is highly adaptable with
lengths and widths to suit any propery. Adaptability,
however, does not bring any concessions on style
with the sleek lines of the lean-to conservatory
roof being refreshingly, simply beautiful.
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A Gable Ended conservatory has a flat faced
frontage which gives extra height and increased
light into your new room. This is a wonderfully
simple style with an elegance and character all
of it’s own.

P-Shaped conservatories allow you to create
multifunctional spaces that look as impressive
from the outside as they do within. It can be in
any of the usual conservatory styles; Victorian,
Edwardian or Gable ended. The leg of the
P-Shape can either be finished vertically or with
a slope, called a hip, to the roof. This style of
conservatory gives you the greatest freedom to
create the space you dream of.

The Victorian style has a faceted projection which
gives a distinctive and soft feel to the shape of
the conservatory. Available in 3 and 5 faceted
versions, a Victorian style conservatory extends
gently into any garden space.

4

Four stunning rooms in one conservatory...

because Eurocell’s installations come with built in versatility.
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Luxurious Dining

A home is not complete without a great dining
area, a place for the family to share the best of

life together. Imagine dining in a sumptuously
decorated conservatory as you look out across
your garden. If you are looking for a touch
of decadent luxury this could add an extra

In the dining room opposite we used a warm yet
contemporary palate with deep red as an accent
colour. The romantic surroundings are enhanced
by the beautiful, candle lit oak dining set.

blinds supplied by www.polascreen.com

dimension to your home.
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A Place to Play

Imagine having a place to go that is full of your
favourite things where you can go and make all

the noise you like without bothering your family.
Now imagine getting your living room back
and putting all the kids clutter out into a new
dedicated area where the they can make all the
noise they like without bothering you.

This child’s play conservatory is a salute to all
that is loud and fun. While your children are
growing up, this space can feed their imaginations
by letting them run freely between house and
garden. We used a hardwearing wooden floor to
finish this safe and enclosed area.
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Relax in Comfort

Many modern homes would benefit from a second
reception room. A place where you can relax
and take life at your own pace. A conservatory
fitted with the latest underfloor heating and air
conditioning is the best place to build your own
space and luxuriate in comfort, enjoying your
favourite things.

For a fresh and contemporary feel we decorated
this conservatory in a light, airy and modern palate
to maximise the feeling of space. Pleated blinds,
soft furnishings and laminate flooring (complete
with deep luxurious rug), are complimentary in
colour and texture which along with the lighting
provides you with the perfect haven from the
stresses of every day life.
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The Best of Both Worlds

Having your own dedicated space does not
necessarily mean an additional sitting room.
This garden room is the perfect link between the
garden you love and the home you cherish. You
can bring the garden inside, but leave the dirt on
the doorstep to have your ideal place to enjoy
all of your hard work or simply relax when the
weather lets you down.

This garden room is sparsely decorated to
let the large space have the greatest possible
functionality. The wicker furniture does not
compete for attention with the surroundings and
feels perfectly at home set against the hardwearing
tiled floor over under floor heating, making this
an ideal all year round garden space.
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Keep the Elements at Bay
a roofline system that preserves and protects with style
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Roofline Anatomy Explained
The term ‘roofline’ refers to all the edging and guttering

Euroboard Fascia fits directly onto your roof

Dry Verge forms a bond between your

rafter. It is a direct replacement for old rotting

fascia and the roof tiles creating a solid

fascia which stays white and is quick and easy

weatherproof join which can be colour

to install.

co-ordinated to your roof tiles.

around the base of your roof, and the cladding to the front
of your house. Traditional wooden fascia and cladding

Ogee Board is a style of fascia with a

rots, looking unsightly and providing no protection from

decorative edging for a distinctive look.

the elements. Replacing old, damaged timber with new
PVC–u is a great way to protect your home, improve its
aesthetic appearance and keep a unified look throughout
with colour matched systems. This page is intended as a

Capping Board covers existing fascia
protecting it from the elements. This being
the case it is quick to install with minimum
disruption.

guide to what goes where and how to spot what you may
or may not need to replace.

Soffit Boards

Euroboard Fascia
Ogee Board
Capping/Utility Board

Cladding fits onto the front face of your home

Soffit Boards fit under the Euroboard system

to provide great all year round protection

providing a finished weatherproof seal which

from the elements

can be vented to allow airflow.
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Taking a Closer Look
our systems have far more than great looks on offer
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Ingenious Ingredients

last door and window page
Multi–chambered
Insulation

The PVC used in our installations is derived

All our window and door profiles have multi

from Salt and Oil. The electrolysis of salt

chambered insulation designs for added heat

water produces chlorine which is combined

retention and security. Combined with new ‘Low

with ethylene, obtained from oil, to form vinyl

‘E’ Glass’ double glazing the savings on your

chloride monomer (VCM). Molecules of VCM

heating bills will soon become evident, as will the

are polymerised to form PVC resin to which

piece of mind that improved security brings.

appropriate additives are incorporated to make a
customised PVC compound.

U Make the Difference
PVC can be plasticised to make it flexible for use
as a gasket material for sealing window units, or
unplasticised (also known as PVC-u, u stands for
“unplasticised”) for its extensive use in building
applications such as window frames and fascias.
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Colour that stays
Specially formulated ingredients ensure that our
profile doesn’t discolour over time. This means
that no unsightly yellowing will occur in our
profile, unlike other inferior products.

Perfectly colour matched roofline is also
available. We use consistent PVC-u compound
across our entire range of products, so you can
be assured that if you install either our roofline
or one of our conservatories alongside your
windows and doors, it will match perfectly.

Sleep safe in the knowledge
High security beading options help prevent
burglars from removing panes of glass to gain
entry to your property. Part of our commitment
to built in security.

High security options
Produced to accept a variety of high security
locks, our profiles have been designed from the
bottom up to offer unbeatable security.
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Accreditation for your Protection
With sturdy external walls our windows are
manufactured to stand the test of time, and
are more resistant to knocks and damage than
thinner systems.

We are committed to achieving all applicable
accreditation for both ourselves and our products,
to help reflect the importance that high standards
have throughout the organisation. Our systems
are fully accredited and where possible exceed
all current regulations. We also know that as new
standards are introduced we will be the first to
achieve them.

certificate no. 04/4156
The Eurocell pinnacle
conservatory system.

Eurocell is a member of the
British Plastics Federation

Assessment report
number 2480.
The Eurocell Eurologik
window system.
Assessment report
number 1547.
The Eurocell 60mm
window system.

LAPFAG Approval

Assessment report
number 01/3783.
The Eurocell roofline
system.

Eurocell’s 60mm and 70mm windows
systems are supplied to an increasing
number of Local Authority PVC-u
window fabricating workshops.

BS EN ISO 9002

(certificate number FM 45551)

BS 7413
(certificate number KM 32821)

Eurocell is an approved
supplier of the Local Authority
PVC-U Frame Advisory Group.
BS 7413
The Eurocell 70mm window systems
(certificate number KM 32821)

Assessment report
number 1421.
The Eurocell 70mm
window system.
Assessment report
number 01/3784.
The Eurocell
cladding system.

BPF windows group give codes of
practice guidelines & recommendations
for both surveying & installation of
PVC-u windows & doorsets.

Eurocell Profiles have been
assessed & approved by BCL, an
independent third party test house.
BIRMINGHAM CITY LABORATORIES
BF/84605

BS 7950
(certificate number KM 52187)

Part L England & Wales.
The Eurocell 60mm & 70mm system
passed assessment for thermal
transmittance test report number
E01030191/2 N.P.L test house
Part J Scotland.

BS 7950
(certificate number KM 52187)

BSI registered firm.
FM 45551 Quality
Management
System.
Specification for white PVC-u extruded
hollow profiles with heat welded corner
joints for plastic windows. Eurocell 60mm
window system, type ‘A’ material.
Specification for white PVC-u extruded
hollow profiles with heat welded corner
joints for plastic windows. Eurocell 70mm
window system, type ‘A’ material.
Specification for enhanced security
performance of casement windows for
domestic applications. Eurocell 60mm
window system.
Specification for enhanced security
performance of casement windows for
domestic applications. Eurocell 70mm
window system.
BBA test centre. Assessment report
number 1894 To-PAS 23-1
Mila test centre test. Report number 1892
Certificate number 1663. To-PAS 24-1

Us

Your Home Improvement In Safe Hands

We exclusively use the Eurocell brand of PVC-u

profiles and building plastics. Eurocell has grown
over the last 25 years from humble beginnings
to become one of the leading manufacturers in
the UK. Based in Derbyshire they are a major
employer in the region and pride themselves on
being an essential part of the regional economy.
Eurocell have made a commitment over the
years to invest in both employee relations and
technology to keep them at the cutting edge.
In a business that lives or dies on reputation
and recommendation we are proud to specify
Eurocell products time and time again. We are
confident that you will be completely satisfied
with your Eurocell home improvements and hope
that you will pass on our good name, helping us
to continue to provide quality installations.
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In terms of sheer build quality there is nothing
available today that comes close to Eurocell.
The sympathetic way that our systems have
been designed to enhance existing structures
rather than dazzle merely in their own presence
is both encouraging and refreshing.

With full accredditation to back us up we
are confident that the windows, doors,
conservatories and roofline that we install will
make a significant difference to your home and
therefore your lifestyle.

